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THE LATE ROMAN – EARLY BYZANTINE COIN HOARD OF FIRTUŞU
(FIRTOSVÁRALJA) IN LIGHT OF RECENTLY DISCOVERED ARCHIVAL DATA, Part 2*
Péter Somogyi
The largest coin find in Transylvania known today from the Early Middle Ages was discovered in 1831
in Firtuşu (Firtosváralja), on Mount Firtuş (Firtos) rising above the village. The Late Roman – Early
Byzantine gold coins have occupied scholars since then as to where this enormous treasure came from, who
may have hid it away and what the reason was to do so atop Mount Firtuş. Seven of the coins that have
survived to the present are at the Haáz Rezső Museum in Odorheiu Secuiesc (Székelyudvarhely) and four
are in the coin collection of the National Museum of Transylvanian History in Cluj-Napoca. Many people
have dealt scientifically with the composition and historical interpretation of the coin find. On the basis of
archival research, the author of the present article has succeeded in increasing the number of coins that
have descriptions and can be determined as being from the Firtuş find from the previous 19 to 54, while
through the questioning of the origins of a few coins believed to have been from Firtuş has also narrowed
the ages of the earliest and most recent examples in the treasure. According to this, the most recent coins are
from the time of the emperor Justinian I (527-565), and due to this, the act of hiding them would indicate
the fleeing of the Gepids from the Avars in the years after 567.
THE LATER DATA RELATED TO THE COIN HOARD
It is without doubt that the majority of the gold coins found on Mount Firtuş in the month of July 1831
landed up in the end being melted down. However, fortunately there were other finders who did not sell
their gold and even after decades still held onto a few coins. There were also some buyers who purchased
them not for the value of the metal but instead due to their age and kept them as curiosities or made jewelry
out of them. It seems that a portion of the gold was seized and catalogued by the Udvarhelyszék regional
court. These examples then became the sources for the later information that arose between 1837 and 1868

Figure 6: Description of the solidi of Marcian and Leo I. The
Coin Journal of the doctor from Orăştie (Szászváros) Dániel
Lészay (1798–1872) in the coin collection of the National
Museum of Transylvanian History in Cluj-Napoca
*

Figure 7: Pencil rubbing made of a solidus of Leo I.
The Collection Archives of the Transylvanian Unitarian
Church, Cluj-Napoca. Estate of István Nagyajtai Kovács
(photograph: B. Lehel Molnár)

Continuation of the article published in the summer issue of Hungarian Archaeology (the editors).
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Figure 8: Wax impression made of a solidus of Marcian. The Collection Archives of the Transylvanian Unitarian Church,
Cluj-Napoca. Estate of István Nagyajtai Kovács (photograph: B. Lehel Molnár)

related to the composition of the coin hoard. The
authors of these articles were people interested in the
history and antiquities of Transylvania, including in
some cases collectors who were teachers, lawyers,
doctors, clergymen, officials and aristocrats. Thus, it
was people with differing educations, interests and
knowledge who reported with varying levels of detail
on the circumstances surrounding the discovery of
the treasure and the coins that came to light from
it. There were those who only listed the names of
the emperors who they heard of or saw amongst
the coins found in Firtuşu. There were those who
described the images and inscriptions on the coins
that they had seen or were in possession of (fig. 6),
Figure 9: Byzantine gold coins from the Firtuş hoard,
those who made pencil rubbings of them (fig. 7) and
originally
in the collection of Sámuel Nagykedei Fekete.
those who made wax impressions of them (fig. 8).
1: Solidus of Theodosius II, which Sámuel Fekete incorrectly
And finally, there were collectors whose gold coins
determined to be a minting of Theodosius I at that time;
from Firtuşu are still kept in two public collections
2: Solidus of Marcian; 3: Solidus of Leo I; 4: Solidus of
(fig. 9).
Zeno; 5: Solidus of Anastasius I; 6: Tremissis of Justinian I.
The main problem with the data that has survived Haáz Rezső Museum, Odorheiu Secuiesc (photograph: Zsolt
Zepeczaner)
in various forms is that even the earliest reports
came six years after the discovery of the treasure,
with most coming from the 1850s and the last ones from 1868. Since memory is fallible, it is possible
that someone reporting decades later, even with the best intentions, may have made a mistake or been
misinformed about a coin being from Firtuşu or about the emperor who had minted it. A good example of
this is the uncertainty that arose over time about the precise location of where the coin hoard was discovered.
THE DISCOVERY SITE OF THE COIN HOARD
As we have seen, the investigation report clearly records that the coins were discovered in the middle of
the “…field amongst the fields of István Bálint Sr.,… István Győrffi, … and György Bálint on the border of
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Figure 10: Land registry map of the Firtuş Plateau from before 1875. Land Registry Office of Odorheiu Secuiesc. b. = Felső-tető

Firtuşu on Felső-tető of Mount Firtuş (figs. 10 and 11). But only István Nagyajtai Kovács (1799-1872), who
systematically researched the coins from Firtuşu in the 1850s, knew of the investigation report and copied
the sections of it that seemed to him to be significant. He meticulously summarized everything that he could
still uncover about the coins, but just like many other writings by the historian, this remained unpublished.1
Following this, the manuscripts of Nagyajtai Kovács, including those related to the Firtuşu coin hoard,
were only employed by the archivist/historian Elek Jakab (1820-1897), who was contracted by the county
of Udvarhely in 1893 to write a history of the county. However, this work, which included an authentic
history of the discovery of the gold coins at Firtuşu and was originally planned for the celebrations of the
Hungarian millennium in 1896, was only able to be published years later, in 1901, due to the death of the
1

Romanian Academy of Sciences Library, Cluj-Napoca, estate of István Nagyajtai Kovács, Székelyek, avarok, gepidák, hunok,
rómaiak története a székelyekre vonatkozóan (The History of the Székelys, Avars, Gepids, Huns and Romans in Relation to
the Székelys). UnitKtár MsU 1179, vol. 12, 19r-29r.
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Figure 11: Felső-tető on the land registry map from before 1875. Land Registry Office of Odorheiu Secuiesc. The yellow line
indicates the section lying to the northeast of the dirt road where the fields of the Bálint family were located on Felső-tető. The
area surrounded by the green line was the field of István Bálint in 1831 (graphics by the author)

Figure 13: Felső-tető seen from Keselyű-tető
(photograph: András Sófalvi)

Figure 12: The Firtuş Plateau on the Google Earth map.
Three determinations for the discovery site of the coin hoard
on the basis of the local oral tradition: 1: The flat area in
front of the Várhely district; 2: The point between Péterhegye
and Keselyű-tető; 3: Felső-tető. The indication of the site as
“Táborhely” that is only found in Sámuel Nagykedei Fekete
relates to the flat area in front of the Várhely district

Figure 14: The tracklog superimposed on the Google Earth
map of the area investigated on Felső-tető. Graphic by István
Bacskai, professional metal detection expert
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author (Jakab–Szádeczky 1901: 141–142). Thus, the well-intentioned individuals who had studied and
reported on the coin hoard earlier placed the location of its site here or there on the expansive plateau of
Mount Firtuş (fig. 12), relying on the oral tradition of the locals. The only exception was baron Balázs
Orbán (1829-1890) who wrote about the site in the first volume of his A Székelyföld leírása (Description
of the Szekély Lands) published in 1868 that presents the Udvarhelyszék region. He describes it in the
following manner, “To the east of Keselyű-tető, on the sloping plateau of Felső-tető that is now covered in
cultivated fields, the well-known Firtuş gold was discovered at the base of a fallen old beech tree, so not at
the castle as Kővári states” (Orbán 1868: 129) (fig. 13).
In 1959 Kurt Horedt (1914–1991), Zoltán Székely (1912–2000) and István Molnár (1910–1997) even
excavated on Felső-tető, but no evidence or finds suggesting a coin hoard was discovered in their sections
(Horedt–Székely–Molnár 1962: 638–639, fig. 7). In the meantime, the former field of István Bálint was
successfully identified on Felső-tető, but the examination of the area with a metal detector in April of 2014
showed no results (Somogyi 2015) (fig. 14). Therefore, József Márton, one of the eyewitnesses who vividly
described the search for the gold, did not exaggerate when he said that the searchers at the time performed
genuinely thorough work.
THE COMPOSITION OF THE COIN HOARD
The core of the data related to the composition of the coin hoard are the 54 gold coins said to be from Firtuşu
and for which at least the name of the ruler who minted them is known (fig. 15).2 This is supplemented by
a few records about the emperors whose coins could be found in the treasure. These contain indisputably
authentic as well as completely unreliable information. A good example of the former is the mention by
Demeter Fogarasi of Târgu Mureş (Marosvásárhely) about the “beautiful gold coins from the time of
Emperor Theodosius”, and while one of the latter is the report of the Silesian-Prussian traveler Johann
Ferdinand Neigebaur (1783–1866), according to which most of the gold coins found in the area of “TirtusVarallya” are from the time of Aurelian (270–275). While the origins of Fogarasi’s ten coins from the time
of Theodosius listed in the investigation records is without doubt, the Neigebaur information, which can
be found in the author’s work on the “classical relics” of Transylvania that was hastily compiled in a few
months in 1847 and contains numerous errors, clearly belongs to the world of fantasy (Neigebaur 1851:
256–257). It is not by chance that 12 other individuals also provided information about coins of Theodosius
– which we now know to be of Theodosius II – while no one besides Neigebaur mentions coins of the
Roman emperor Aurelian amongst those found in Firtuşu.

Figure 15: The distribution of gold coins from the hoard or considered to be from the hoard on the basis of the level of detail of
the information known about them (graphics by the author)
2

Somogyi 2016: 216–255: catalogue of coins from the treasure where at least the name of the ruler is known.
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Figure 16: Number of mentions of rulers in reports that were independent of one another and that recorded at least the name
of the rulers. The coloration (dark green, light green and red) indicates the level of reliability on the basis of the analysis of the
statistics and the critical evaluation of the sources (graphics by the author)

It is a general observation that the reliability of the indirect data from later bequests increases proportionally
to the independent reports related to them. It came to light from the compilation of the data following the
determination of the number of reports independent of one another on the rulers seen or documented in
some other way on the coins said to be from Firtuşu that there were two reports on coins from Honorius
(395-423), three on coins from Valentinian III (425-455), thirteen on coins from Theodosius II (408-450),
seven on coins from Marcian (450-457), six on coins from the emperor Leo I (457-474), and two on coins
from Justinian I (527-565). In contrast to this, the names of Zeno (474-491), Anastasius I (491-518), Justin
I (518-527), Maurice (582-602) and Heraclius (610-641) were only included on the list of rulers that minted
coins amongst the Firtuş gold through mention by one individual (fig. 16). While on a statistical basis it
is possible to reckon on coins of the western Roman emperors Honorius and Valentinian III and those of
the eastern Roman rulers Theodosius II, Marcian and Leo I in the Firtuş find, the presence of coins from
emperors ruling after Leo I is unsure, at least statistically.
The data starting with Zeno come from the coin collector Sámuel Nagykedei Fekete (1803-1870), who
donated a part of his collection to the Reformed College in Odorheiu Secuiesc (Székelyudvarhely) in
December of 1868 (Fekete 1868: 43). Fekete writes in the record prepared about the donation that there
is one coin each from these rulers as well as coins from Theodosius II, Marcian, Leo I and Justinian I that
were also mentioned by others, for a total of ten coins that he purchased “from the finders of coins brought
to light by the people of Firtuşu during plowing in the area called Táborhely in the direction of the old
castle once on Mount Firtuş where now oats are cultivated.” Due to this, their origins from Firtuşu seem
doubtless.
Already at the beginning of the 1840s Sámuel Fekete gained possession of three gold coins from Firtuşu
through the mediation of a magistrate from Atid (Etéd). The name of Honorius could be made out on
one of these, Theodosius on another and Justinian on the third. Furthermore, we know that these coins
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of Honorius and Justinian later landed up in Paris
through count Miksa Teleki (1813-1865), who
gave them as a gift to his brother-in-law August
de Gérando (1819–1849). The third, a solidus of
Theodosius, remained in the possession of Fekete
up to the 6th of August 1860, when he presented
it to the violinist Ede Reményi (1828-1898), who
had performed a concert at Odorheiu Secuiesc on
that date.3 Therefore the origins of these coins at
Firtuşu, even that of Justinian I, is without doubt.
The historian László Kővári also knew that coins
from Justinian I were amongst the gold from Firtuşu
that had presumably been collected through the
courts, “…most were from the times of Justinian,
Theodosius, Pulcheria and Marcian” (Kővári 1852:
187). Since the coins of the other three rulers that
he named are also mentioned by several other
independent reports, the information related to the
coins of Justinian can be considered genuine.
Although only two people reported on coins of
Justinian I amongst those found at Firtuşu, during
the critical evaluation of the sources both pieces
of information proved to be reliable. This is not
changed by the fact that the origins of two other
Figure 17: The list of rulers compiled by István Nagyajtai
gold coins of Justinian I purchased by Sámuel
Kovács in the years after 1868. Romanian Academy of
Fekete at the beginning of the 1860s – a solidus and
Sciences Library, Cluj-Napoca. Estate of István Nagyajtai
a tremissis – cannot be verified through a critical Kovács. Székelyek, avarok, gepidák, hunok, rómaiak története
a székelyekre vonatkozóan (The History of the Székelys,
analysis of the sources either for or against them
Avars,
Gepids, Huns and Romans in Relation to the Székelys).
being from Firtuşu. This is also true of the solidi
UnitKtár MsU 1179, vol. 12, 20r-20v
of Zeno, Anastasius and Justin I, which Fekete
purchased in the 1860s. However, since there were
gold coins from the time of Justinian I in the cache hidden at Firtuşu, we can rightfully reckon that the coins
of Zeno, Anastasius I and Justin I who reigned before him could also be included.
This rationale naturally cannot be employed for the gold of Maurice and Heraclius who reigned after
Justinian I. During the critical analysis of the sources for the data on these two it came to light that Sámuel
Fekete, who held office at Odorheiu Secuiesc and knew Atid and the Firtuşu area quite well, purchased coins
from Firtuşu between the spring of 1855 and the beginning of 1861, or at least ones that were said to be from
there, at the request of the aforementioned István Nagyajtai Kovács. Kovács, who argued that the Huns and
the Székely people were related, believed that he could find a piece of evidence for the relationship in the
coin hoard from Firtuşu, and therefore asked Fekete, “… I would like coins from Firtuşu, or at least faithful
descriptions of them recorded, as without coins of Justin and in particular Justinian the others would not be
sufficient.”4 Fekete obtained these, but paid little attention to their origins and their nature. In addition, since
the Firtuş coins had over time become rare and were sold at exorbitant prices, it is conceivable that Fekete
was sold one solidus each from Maurice and Heraclius that were not from Firtuşu. Kovács did not investigate
the origins of the two coins too deeply either, he snatched them up because he thought that they proved that
3

4

Sámuel Fekete’s letter dated the 29th of August 1860. Collection Archives of the Transylvanian Unitarian Church in ClujNapoca, estate of István Nagyajtai Kovács, letters written to István Kovács.
Letter of István Nagyajtai Kovács dated the 23rd of May 1855. Central University Library, Cluj-Napoca, Ms. 3567, the Mikó
Family Archives, Correspondence Book of count Imre Mikó, 85.
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the treasure had accumulated in the hands of the Huns, or rather the Huns who had fled to Transylvania and
later the Hun-Székelys up to the first half of the 7th century (Somogyi 2016: 198). Thus it is understandable
that he happily accepted the names of Maurice and Heraclius amongst the rulers that had minted coins in
the Firtuş treasure (fig. 17). Later Elek Jakab discovered Kovács’s list and transferred it into the summary he
wrote about the Firtuş coin hoard (Jakab–Szádeczky 1901: 141–142). Since the publication of the Udvarhely vármegye története (History of the County of Udvárhely) by Jakab-Szádeczky in 1901, this list of rulers
became the authentic source for the composition of the treasure trove. As we have seen, this is without basis,
because the coin find comprised mostly of Hun period gold is actually closed with coins from Justinian I.
THE PERIOD WHEN THE COIN HOARD WAS DEPOSITED
AND ITS HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
Proceeding from the time of the minting (616-625) of the solidus of Heraclius (fig. 18) held at the museum
in Odorheiu Secuiesc, which was considered to be from Firtuşu (but this attribution has proved to be false),
the depositing of the presumably over a thousand gold coins was placed in the 630s. However, since the
accumulation of the coins ended with those from Justinian I, the hiding of the hoard may have taken place
much earlier as well. If the solidus of Justinian I minted between 537 and 542 and purchased by Sámuel
Fekete in the 1860s was one of the coins found at Mount Firtuş, then the treasure could only have been
hidden in the years after 537 at the earliest, and at the latest at the beginning of the reign of Justin II (565578), since the cache did not contain any coins from him or his successors.

Figure 18: Solidus of the Byzantine emperor Heraclius minted between 616 and 625 from the collection of Sámuel Nagykedei
Fekete. In contrast to Fekete’s position, this gold coin could not have come from the coin hoard discovered on Mount Firtuş in
July of 1831. Haáz Rezső Museum, Odorheiu Secuiesc (photograph: Zsolt Zepeczaner)

In this period, the middle third of the 6th century, Transylvania was inhabited by an eastern Germanic
people, the Gepids, who had served the Huns in the first half of the 5th century in a similar manner to their
relatives that had settled in the Tisza River region and Syrmia. As a result of this, the Gepid leaders also
received a share of the money paid to the Huns by the western and eastern Roman governments. We also
know that following the collapse of Hun rule in 454, the Gepids who had become independent received an
annual tribute from Constantinople, now in their own right, until the death of Justinian I. As is shown in the
coin hoard discovered on the border of Şeica Mică (Kisselyk) in 1856 (Somogyi 2009), which had a nearly
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identical composition as the Firtuş find, the leaders of the Gepids that had settled in the Târnava Mare River
Valley were in a position to add to the gold acquired as vassals of the Huns from the times of Honorius,
Valentinian III and Theodosius II with Byzantine annual tributes that were paid directly to them. In the end
it is now impossible to answer the questions of why they hid the treasure trove, why they did so precisely
on a mountain more than a thousand meters tall rising in the middle of an impenetrable forest, and after
having hid it why did it remain there “forever”. If we are determined to find a historical explanation for the
depositing of the gold, then there is only one event at the given time and at the given location that can be
considered. In 567 the Lombards and the Avars overthrew the kingdom of the Gepids and following this
the Gepids lived as subjects of the Avars. Although to this point no archaeological finds have come to light
that suggest the early settlement of the Avars in the valley of the Târnava Mare River, researchers on the
period agree that the Gepids in this area also fell under the rule of the Avars. The local Gepid elite clearly
attempted to safeguard the treasures they had accumulated over several generations – or at least a portion of
them – from the Avars. One of their hilltop settlements that can be determined to be a ruling center found on
the border of Porumbenii Mici (Kisgalambfalva) is only 20 kilometers away from Mount Firtuş as the crow
flies (Nyárádi 2011: 328–331). Therefore, it is easy to believe that it was precisely the lord of this center
that hid his gold on the windblown plateau of the hill.
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